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ABSTRACT. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides standardised solutions to share services
between various security domains. But acces control to services is defined for each domain, and
therefore the federation of security domains brings some flexibility to users of the services. To facil-
itate the authentication of users, a solution is a federated access control that relies on the identity
federation, which allows an user to authenticate once in one domain and to access the services of
others according to her authorisation attributes. Since the access control requirements of services
are specified using domain-specific authorisation attributes, the secure sharing of services in the fed-
eration becomes a real challenge. On the one hand, domains cannot abandon their access control
models in favour of a global one; on the other hand, the redefinition of the access control require-
ments of services compromises the existing service consumers. This article extends our paper at
CARI2020; we propose the promotion of services as a method that consists in publishing the services
of domains at the federation level by redefining their access control requirements with the federation’s
authorisation attributes. Our promotion method relies on mappings between federation’s authorisation
attributes and those of domains to preserve existing service consumers and to support domain auton-
omy. We formally describe interaction and access to promoted services using operational semantics.
The promotion method has been implemented with web services technologies.

RÉSUMÉ. L’architecture orientée services (SOA) fournit des solutions standards pour partager des
services entre divers domaines de sécurité. Cependant, le contrôle d’accès aux services est défini
au niveau de chaque domaine de sécurité, et par conséquent la fédération des domaines apporte
une certaine souplesse aux usagers des services des domaines. Pour faciliter l’authentification des
utilisateurs, une solution est le contrôle d’accès fédéré, basé sur la fédération d’identités et qui permet
à un utilisateur de s’authentifier une fois dans un domaine et d’accéder aux services des autres en
fonction de ses droits et attributs. Malheureusement les exigences de contrôle d’accès des services
sont spécifiées à l’aide d’attributs d’autorisation spécifiques au domaine, le partage sécurisé des
services dans la fédération devient un véritable défi. Les domaines doivent à la fois être autonomes
et interopérables vis-à-vis de la fédération. Cet article étend la version proposée pour CARI2020,
nous proposons la promotion des services comme solution consistant à publier les services des
domaines au niveau de la fédération en redéfinissant leurs exigences de contrôle d’accès avec les
attributs d’autorisation de la fédération. Notre méthode de promotion repose sur des correspondances
entre les attributs d’autorisation de la fédération et ceux des domaines pour préserver les clients
hors fédération. Nous décrivons formellement l’interaction et l’accès aux services promus en utilisant
des règles de sémantique opérationnelle. Une mise en œuvre de la méthode est proposée par des
services Web.
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1. Introduction
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) implemented through web service technologies

provides standardised solutions for sharing resources across organisational boundaries as
services. The federation of services is defined as the sharing of services of independent
organisations of a federation that are accessed on behalf of users. For a secure federation
of services, it becomes critical to ensure that the shared services are accessible only to
authorised users. However, every organisation in the federation is autonomous and has
control over the security and the access to its services according to its own access control
(AC) policies, such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), Mandatory Access Control
(MAC), Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [8]. Although all access control models
can be converted to ABAC [7] through its attribute and policy concepts, the attributes may
have different or even incompatible semantics from one organisation to another [15]. The
attributes are the characteristics of users, of services or the environment conditions [10]
whose semantics of the authorisation methods vary from one model to another. For exam-
ple, with RBAC, the authorisations of a user are determined through his role while with
MAC, the user’s clearance is used. We call these access control informations (e.g. role,
clearance), the authorisation attributes or attributes.

Since the access control requirements of services are specified using the authorisation
attributes, sharing services in the federation becomes a real challenge due to the AC re-
quirements heterogeneity. On the one hand, the service consumers are not aware of all the
AC requirements of services and they are not able to respond to them; on the other hand,
the service providers cannot abandon their control models to a global AC model of the
federation or map their model with those of all service consumers (peer AC). In [2] we
proposed a method to enable the interaction between independant domain services inside
a federation, despite the heterogeneity of their access control mechanisms. However, there
are two new issues related to the service sharing challenge in the federation. The first one
is the need of a common definition for service access control requirements; the service
federation requires that these AC requirements be defined with mechanisms that can be
easily understood by all federated domains. The second issue is the lack of flexibility for
discovering and composing, despite their security mechanisms, the services defined in-
side the same federation. Indeed, without such flexibility which can ensure transparency
of access, the involved services do not benefit from being in the same federation.

This article is an extension of a paper in CARI 2020 that contributes to solve these
issues. First, we propose a global mechanism to define shared access control requirements
across the federation. Second, we propose a method for promoting services at the level
of the federation without modifying the access modalities of the existing consumers of
the services. This promotion is formally defined in order to ensure the secure access to
services; it consists in transforming the existing service access control requirements with
federated mechanisms in a way that the services can be discovered and used directly at
the federation level.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we formally define the
basic concepts of service contracts, security domains, federation of services and the fed-
erated service access control. In Section 3, we detail our method for promoting services
at the federation level and the semantics of the access to both federated and non-federated
services. Section 4 describes the implementation of our method with web service pro-
tocols and its web service experimentation is presented in Section 5. Related works are
discussed in Section 6. We end with a prospective conclusion in Section 7.



2. Service Sharing in a Federation: the Concepts
We formally describe the concepts of service-oriented architecture (SOA), of security

domain and constituents, and the federation of domain services; we present the function-
ing of the access control of the services in a domain as well as the access control issues
related to the federation of services.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
SOA is an approach to organise distributed resources as autonomous units of func-

tionalities called services [4]. The services are discoverable and accessible to end-user
applications or other services via standard interfaces and message protocols. SOA has
three main components: the service provider, the service registry and the service con-
sumer (the client). The service provider hosts and runs the service on the behalf of the
service consumer who discovered the service description in the service registry. Con-
sumers of a service may be unknown to the service provider [3].

A service is a self-contained, self-describing processing logic unit for remote access to
business information and functionality. A service offers capabilities that meet the needs
of service consumers. A service has two separate parts [4, 3]: a contract scont and an
implementation simp. The service contract describes the functionalities offered by the
service as well as its access policies (e.g. its security requirements); the service imple-
mentation achieves these functionalities. The service contract facilitates the discovery
of the service and hides its implementation details to its consumers. We define a ser-
vice contract as a tuple scont = 〈I, PR[X], Edp〉 where I is the interface of the service,
PR[X] its constrained policy and Edp the address on which the service receives message
invocations; this address is called endpoint. The service interface I describes the set of
operations provided by the service and the protocols used to access them. The service
policy PR[X] describes the capabilities (e.g. supported encryption algorithms) and the re-
quirements on the invocation message to access the service ; for instance the parts of the
invocation message that must be encrypted, the message protection requirements in form
of attributes (ai) or terms (combinations of attributes such as ai OR (aj AND bk)). To
simplify the policy, we focus on the abstraction of its protection requirements in the form
of authorisation attributes or terms lr ∈ R[X] where X is the set of attributes used to
express the requirements R ; hence the notation 〈I, PR[X], Edp〉 for the service contract.

A security domain is a single unit of security administration; it can be a physical or
logical unit; it consists of a set of elements (e.g. human users, applications, services), se-
curity authorities, and a security policy in which the elements are managed in accordance
with the security policy [11]. The scope of a domain can range from a simple computer,
a business department to an entire organisation.

A domain di is a tuple 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SPi, SSi〉 where Ui is a set of users, Si is a set of
services, Ri is the service registry, SPi is the security policy and SSi the set of security
services of di. Ri contains the subset of the services of Si that are published. The permis-
sions to access the services are defined and controlled using SPi = 〈AT,AR〉 where AT
is a set of the authorisation attributes of di and AR is a set of authorisation rules based
on the attributes of AT (for instance the rules describe which attributes ak are authorised
to access a service si: {(si, ak)}). The security services SSi include the authentication
service named local token service (LTS), the authorisation service (ATS) and the inter-
ceptor Interceptor. These services are described in the next section. An user ui of Ui is
characterised by his/her authorisation attributes; ui = 〈uID, uAT 〉 where uID is his/her



identity attributes (e.g. his/her name) and uAT is the set of authorisation attributes such
as his/her role (e.g. teacher, manager, administrator).

A service is a communication mean between applications. It allows an application to
access the business information and functions of other applications. Since an application
is used by the end users, then the services are accessed for the users: the services perform
actions on behalf of an user or application [14]. The access control ensures that only
authorised users have access to the services according to the domain security policy SP .
Consider, for example, a bank transfer service (transfertService) that debits a first account
of a given amount to credit a second account of the same amount. The bank’s security
policy for its service defines that only employees and customers with an account in the
bank have access to the transfertService; a customer cannot make a transfer into his/her
account from someone else’s account.

The access control (AC) relies on two preliminary steps [9]: (1) identification and
authorisation of users; (2) authentication of users. The first step consists of assigning an
unique identifier and access permissions to users. The authorisation of users is done using
AC models such as RBAC or ABAC. ABAC uses the notion of attribute and policy rules.
The attributes are the characteristics of users, of services or the environment conditions
[10]. The policy rules express the access permissions on the attributes assigned to users
and services [15]. With a RBAC model, the access permissions are associated to the roles
and the roles are assigned to users. However, all access control models can be converted
to ABAC [7]. Therefore, the access control consists to check whether the user has the
required attributes and if these attributes have the appropriate permissions. Authorisation
control relies on the authentication of users. Unlike traditional applications, a service
cannot authenticate users. The authentication is to confirm the identity of an user or
service [12]. The authentication is provided by security services such as the security token
service in the case of web services. The authentication service of a domain is named the
local token service (LTS). Users are authenticated to the LTS which delivers a security
token as authentication credential.

A domain’s service AC is implemented by the three security services according to a
XACML architecture [6] where the Interceptor is the policy enforcement point (PEP)
and the ATS is the policy decision point (PDP). The LTS authenticates the users and
delivers a security token as authentication credential used to invoke the service. A security
token represents a set of claims that are declarations made about the user’s attributes. The
security token is made according to the access control requirements of the wished service.
The interceptor receives all call messages to domain services; it has several components
including a call queue CallQueue. In the following we use the notation Interceptor↓
CallQueue to denote the selection of the call queue. The interceptor extracts the user’s
attributes from the security token embedded in the call message and request an access
decision to ATS. The latter checks whether the user’s attributes have the permissions
to run the service in accordance with the domain’s security policies (SP ). This access
control process must be considered when sharing the services in a federation in order to
minimize the dependencies between the domains.

Federation of Domains and Services
The interoperability between domains requires common collaboration agreements and

a secure trusted environment. In such a situation, the federation is one recommended so-
lution [19]. A federation of domains F is a set of autonomous domains that adhere to
common rules and governance policies to control interactions between them [5]. The
administrators of the involved domains are committed to set and follow the common se-



curity rules and agreements mediation. The federation creates a trusted environment for
the secure sharing of services between domains.

A federation contains a service registry Rf , a security policy SPf , security services
SSf that enforce this policy, a set of services Sf , and a set of users Uf who use these
services. A federation can be considered as a domain except that its users and services
come from the domains that make it up. A federation has a security policy SPf that
defines the security rules for interactions between its domains. The users of federated
domains can access the services shared in the federation. A federation can be considered
as a domain except that its users and services come from its constituents domains. To
have an uniform definition with a domain, we define a federation F of n domains di =
〈Ui, Si, Ri, SPi, SSi〉 by the tuple F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SPf , SSf 〉 where Uf is the union

of domain users (Uf =
n⋃

i=1

(Ui)); SPf is the security policy and SSf the security services

of the federation. Initially Sf and Rf are empty. In the following section, we show how
Sf and Rf are constructed by promoting the services of domains at the federation level.

The federation of services consists of sharing the services of the domains in a feder-
ation. A federated service is a service of a domain published at the federation level, and
thus, available for other domains. However, in order to federate the domain services, it is
necessary to take into account also the AC of users from outside the definition domain of
the services. It is necessary to take into account both the access control in the domains
and the access control between the domains. The difference between intra-domain and
inter-domain access control is that the services and some of its users are in separate do-
mains. Users of the federation from outside the definition domain of the services must be
allowed to access it. Since each domain is autonomous, the user’s authorisation attributes
of the domains defined separately can be different or have different semantics for each
domain of the federation. This heterogeneity constitutes a challenge for the access con-
trol. The access control between the domains faces a challenge which is the heterogeneity
of the access control models of the domains and thus that of their authorisation attributes.
Consequently, the heterogeneity of domain authorisation attributes constitute an obstacle
to the secure federation of services.

To overcome this challenge, we have proposed in [2] a method of inter-domain AC
for the secure federation of services. This method is based on a federation architecture
in which we introduced a new essential component at the federation level, the Global
Access Control Mediator (GACM). The GACM represents the federation. It defines the
authorisation attributes of the federation called the federated attributes (AF ) that are in-
dependent of those of the domains. The security policy (SPf ) of the federation is made
of the federated attributes and a set of authorisation rules (FR) associated to these at-
tributes (SPf = 〈AF,FR〉). Initially, FR is empty because the federation F does not
dictate domain service access permissions. Federated domains keep the control on their
authorisation rules. The federated attributes are used to make mappings between the au-
thorisation attributes of the domains in order to allow AC between them. To achieve the
attribute mappings and to establish trust across domains, we introduced an authentication
service called federated token service (FTS) in SSf at the level of the GACM. Thanks to
this federation architecture, it is possible to securely share the services in the federation
despite the heterogeneity of the domains attributes.

Issues on the Federation of Domain Services
Although the GACM provides inter-domain access control for the shared services in

the federation, the service contracts still remain in the service registry of their domains.



This means that the access control requirements in these service contracts are specified
using the authorisation attributes of the domains. In the local service registry of domains,
the services shared with the federation are mixed with the private services (not shared) of
the domains. On the one hand, the services shared with the federation are not visible at
the level of the federation; this makes it difficult to discover and use these shared services
in the federation. On the other hand, the services can only be federated with the access
control requirements understandable by all domains. Since services are shared between
the domain that provides them and the other domains of the federation, redefining their
access control requirements will compromise the operation of existing service consumers.
According to these shortcomings, the new challenge is to share services of the domains
in the federation while allowing the local use of these services. We address this issue in
our proposal for the promotion of services in the following section.

3. Promotion of Domain Services in the Federation
In this section we show how to overcome the challenge of sharing services at the

federation level. The services shared by the domains must be visible in a single location
at the federation level to facilitate their discovery and composition inside the federation.
At this level, the service contract, especially the service access control requirements, must
be specified by the authorisation attributes of the federation. Redefining service access
control requirements with federated attributes is called the promotion of service; it must
be transparent to existing consumers of the shared services.

Initialising the Federation
Assume we have n domains di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SPi, SSi〉, (i = 1 · · ·n) that wish to

collaborate in a federation F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SPf , SSf 〉. The promotion consists in:
– Set up the GACM. The GACM is the physical representative or the operator of the

federation. The GACM includes the security services that enforce the security policies
of the federation. Initially, the security services include only the FTS, (SSf = {FTS})
and the security policy SPf includes only the federated attributes defined in common
agreement between the domains. The FTS provides authentication and trust management
across domains. The GACM hosted and managed by one of the federated domains, pro-
vides secure access to the services that will be shared across domains.

– Federate the users of the domains. The federation of users or identity federation
allows users to access services from different domains using an unique identity (for ex-
ample, their user account in their domain). Because of the heterogeneity, domains com-
municate with the authorisation attributes of the federation. To federate users, on the
one hand the domains negotiate with the GACM to establish the mappings between their
authorisation attributes and the federated attributes; on the other hand, they establish lo-
cally the mappings between the federated attributes to their authorisation attributes. The
federated domain users are initialised with

⋃n
i=1(Ui).

From now, we denote by di @ F that a domain di is member of a federation F . The
federation does not have services yet, Sf = {}. In the next section, we create a service
registry Rf for the federation that will contain the services shared by the domains.

To facilitate the discovery and the use of shared services between domains, we need
a service registry at the federation level: the federated (service) registry, or federated
registry in short, is the registry Rf of the federation F . It is added into the GACM, and



is empty at this point. The federated domains will publish in this registry the contracts of
the services they wish to share with the federation.

Promoting the Services
To promote a service s in the federation F , we create a new federated service contract

sfcont from the existing service contract scont = 〈I, PR[AT ], Edp〉. The AC requirements
R[AT ] of the existing service contract should be redefined using the federated attributes
afj ∈ AF to create the access control requirements of the federated service contract.
Considering that an AC requirement is a term tr built with the domain authorisation at-
tributes ati ∈ AT , the AC requirement for the federation results in transforming the do-
main attributes ati in tr with the federated attributes afj . This results in AC requirements
R[AF ] for the federated service policy PR[X]. The mappings m between the domain au-
thorisation attributes AT and the federated ones AF are already defined in the domains as
functions: m : AT → AF ; they are basically, sets of couples {(ati, afj)}. A federated
service authorisation requirement is obtained by transforming each term tr found in the
existing service contract with the mapping m; this results in a set of terms built with AF :
R[AF ]. The federated service contract sfcont = 〈I, PR[AF ], Edp〉 is then published in
the service registry of the federation (see Figure 1) which contains the services sf pro-
moted by the domains (∃di @ F ∧ sf ∈ Si); they are called the federated services instead
of promoted services in order to be aligned with federated attributes Rf = {sf , ...}.

Figure 1. Overview of service promotion

We have a mapping function m between the authorisation attributes ATi of the domain
di and the federated attributes AFj ; m : ATi → AFf . We generalise the application of
the mapping function to a set of elements by using the notation map(m, sa) where sa
is a set of attributes. The map(m, sa) results in a set s′a of attributes. We also use the
converse function m−1 in the same way. ACR stands for access control requirements.
Promoting a service si = 〈I, PR[ATi], Edp〉 of di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SPi, SSi〉 where SPi =
〈ATi, ARi〉 with ATi = {atu}u ∈ 1..q ∧ q ∈ N, ARi = {(su, atv)}u, v ∈ N into the
federation F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SPf , SSf 〉, consists in performing the following steps.

S1: Copy the service contract 〈I, PR[ATi], Edp〉 of si from the service registry Ri;

S2: Isolate the local ACR Ps = {atu, . . .}u ∈ 1..p ∧ p ∈ N;Ps ⊂ AT ;

S3: Transform 1 Ps into terms R[ATi] = {t1, t2, ...} from PR[ATi]; each term is an
ACR specified with the local authorisation attributes atu ∈ ATi;

1. In the case of web services, the AC requirements are claims expressed in XML as URIs.



S4: Recover the mapping function m defined by the domain di between its authorisation
attributes AT and the federated attributes AF ;

S5: Transform R[ATi] into the federated ACR R[AFf ] by applying m on the set of
terms R[ATi] to change the attributes atu ∈ ATi with the federated attributes afj ∈
AFf : map(m,R[ATi]);

S6: Create a new federated service contract sfcont = 〈I, PR[ATf ], Edp〉 with the feder-
ated ACR R[ATf ];

S7: Publish the service contract sfcont in the service registry Rf of the federation F .

From an empty federated registry, after the promotion steps above, the federated registry
contains one federated service sf visible and accessible by all domains of the federation,
Rf = {sf}; the process is incremental. The following rule formally defines the promo-
tion of domain services in the federation:

F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SPf , SSf 〉
di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SPi, SSi〉 si = 〈I, PR[ATi], Edp〉

di @ F ∧ si ∈ Si R[AFf ] = map(m,Ri)
sj = 〈I, PR[AFf ], Edp〉

F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf ∪ {sj} , SPf , SSf 〉
(promotion, di, si)

Handling the service calls in the federation
Domain services are federated to facilitate the discovery and use of the services of the

federation. The GACM now serves as an interface between service consumers and ser-
vice providers. The federated services are considered as provided by the federation repre-
sented by the GACM. To meet the federated service AC requirements, service consumers
call the federated services with security tokens obtained at the GACM level containing
federated attributes. GACM calls service implementations with this security token. The
AC of domains is made using the mappings defined between federated attributes and their
authorisation attributes. Once a service call is authorised, the origin domain return the
responses to the GACM which in turn returns them to the service consumers (refer to [2]
for the authorisation process). The service composition is greatly facilitated by the fact
that all federated services are provided by the GACM.

We now explain how the promoted services are accessed, in a transparent way, inside
a federation; it is important to keep the access as simple as possible for the users of the
federation. For this purpose the services are gathered into categories, and the service’s
calls are managed according to these categories. We formally define the access and the
interaction between the communicating entities by means of operational semantics rules.

Categories of services Not all the services of a domain are visible at the federation
level. We distinguish two categories of services: (1) the local services; (2) the federated
services. The local services are published only in the service registry of the domains; they
are shared at the domain level. The AC requirements of a local service are specified with
the domain authorisation attributes. As a result, accessing to local services outside their
definition domains requires a common understanding of the authorisation attributes of all
the others domains of the federation. The federated services are published in the service
registry of the federation. The AC requirements of federated services are specified with
the authorisation attributes of the federation that are understandable by all domains. There
are two points of view for the federated services. From the domains (service consumer)
perspective, a federated service is provided by the federation. From the domains (service



provider) perspective, a federated service is a local service that is shared at the federation
level. The federation of services facilitates the use and composition of the services of
different domains in terms of access control. In addition, the federation of services is
transparent to service consumers because it does not change the services calling rules.
We formalise, with semantic rules, the processing of the calls of the two categories of
services.

In the following semantic rules, the function localToken(si, ui, sj , ssi) is used to get
the local security token sti delivered by a security service ssi on behalf of the user ui to
call a service sj from a service si; domainToken(si, tki, sj , ssj) is used from the service
si of a domain di to request a security token tkj required by a service sj from the security
service ssj of another domain dj of the federation F on behalf of a user of a domain
di authenticated by its local security token tki. The expression CallAttempt(si, u, sj)
denotes a call attempt to a service sj from a service si on behalf of a user u, and Secure-
Call(si, tk, sk) denotes the secured call by providing the required token tk. Finally in the
semantic rules, the symbols has the meaning results in.

Semantics of intra-domain services calls. When a service s1 of a domain di calls
another service s2 of the same domain di on behalf of an authorised user u of di, then the
security token associated to u by the service security ss of di is used to call s2.

di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SSi, SPi〉
u ∈ Ui s1 ∈ Si s2 ∈ Si

s2 ∈ Ri s2 = 〈I, PR[ATi], Edp〉
ss ∈ SSi tk = localToken(s1, u, s2, ss)

CallAttempt(s1, u, s2)  SecureCall(s1, tk, Edp)
(intradomainLocalServCall)

Semantics of inter-domain services calls. Local services can still be called by au-
thorised domains; that is an inter-domain service call. When a service si of a domain
di calls on behalf of a user ui of di a service sj of another domain dj of the federation
F , then the security token tkj obtained from the security service ssj of dj with the local
security token tki associated with the user ui by the security service ssi of di, is used to
call the service sj of dj .

F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SSf , SPf 〉
di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SSi, SPi〉 di @ F
dj = 〈Uj , Sj , Rj , SSj , SPj〉 dj @ F
u ∈ Ui si ∈ Si sj ∈ Sj ssi ∈ SSi

sj /∈ Rf sj = 〈Ij , PR[ATj ], Edpj〉
tki = localToken(si, u, sj , ssi)

ssj ∈ SSj tkj = domainToken(si, tki, sj , ssj)
CallAttempt(si, u, sj)  SecureCall(si, tkj , Edpj)

(interdomainLocalServCall)

Federated Services Calls. When the service sj of dj is a federated service, then the
security token used to call sj is obtained from the security service ssf of the federation.

F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SSf , SPf 〉
di = 〈Ui, Si, Ri, SSi, SPi〉 di @ F
dj = 〈Uj , Sj , Rj , SSj , SPj〉 dj @ F
u ∈ Ui si ∈ Si sj ∈ Sj ssi ∈ SSi

sj ∈ Rf sj = 〈Ij , PR[ATj ], Edpj〉
tki = localToken(si, u, sj , ssi)

ssf ∈ SSf tkf = domainToken(si, tki, sj , ssf )
CallAttempt(si, u, sj)  SecureCall(si, tkf , Edpj)

(interdomainFederatedServCall)



These rules are used to implement the interactions between the services of the do-
mains. A service of any domain can still call another service of the same domain by
providing its security requirement. But a service can now call directly a service of an-
other domain promoted at the federation level; in the last case, the security token of the
initial caller is used to get via the federation, the right security token for calling the pro-
moted service. Therefore we ensure the simplicity of service composition with respect to
heterogeneous security policies, in the context of the promoted service.

Let a domain dj = 〈Uj , Sj , Rj , SPj , SSj〉 of a federation F = 〈Uf , Sf , Rf , SPf , SSf 〉
with SPf = 〈AFf , FRf 〉 and AFf = {afu}u ∈ 1..p ∧ p ∈ N, the calls to the services
of dj received in the call queue of the interceptor of dj (Interceptorj ∈ SSj) are not
directly enabled. The calls are first checked according to the access control requirements
of the called services, then they are authorised in accordance with the domain’s security
policy SPj = 〈ATj , ARj〉 where the attributes ATj = {atu}u ∈ 1..m ∧m ∈ N and the
rules ARj = {(su, atu)}u ∈ 1..r∧ r ∈ N. Because local services and federated services
are both provided by a domain, the calls to services are handled by the domains.

Conditions to enable calls to local service sj from si with a token tkj . A call by
a service si to a service sj in a domain dj of F is enabled under the following conditions
either si is in the domain dj or si is a service of a domain of the federation and si satisfies
the security requirements of sj ; that is the conformance with the required access rules
(denoted conformance(tkj , ATj , PR[ATj ]) which checks that the token is built with at-
tributes in ATj and satisfies the requirements in PR[ATj ]). Moreover the attributes in tkj
should satisfy the rules in ARj .

SecureCall(si, tkj , Edpj) ∈ Interceptorj↓CallQueue
si ∈ Sj ∨ (∃di @ F ∧ si ∈ Si) SPj = 〈ATj , ARj〉
∃s ∈ Sj ∧ s = 〈I, PR[ATj ], Edp〉 Edpj = Edp

conformance(tkj , ATj , PR[ATj ]) ∀atu ∈ tkj .(s, atu) ∈ ARj

Conditions to enable the calls to sj from si via the federation level with a token
tkf . In this case the reverse mapping from the federated token (denoted by mapToken(m, tkf ))
should be in conformance with the local requirements of sj .

SecureCall(si, tkf , Edpj) ∈ Interceptorj↓CallQueue
∃di @ F ∧ si ∈ Si SPj = 〈ATj , ARj〉
∃s ∈ Sj ∧ s = 〈I, PR[ATj ], Edp〉 Edpj = Edp

m = {(atj , aff )} ∧ tkj = mapToken(m, tkf )
conformance(tkj , ATj , PR[ATj ]) ∀atu ∈ tkj .(s, atu) ∈ ARj

4. Implementation of the Promotion of Services
Web services technologies such as SOAP, WSDL, UDDI provide a SOA implementa-

tion through standard internet protocols (e.g. HTTP). A web service contract is described
using the WSDL, WS-Policy, and WS-SecurityPolicy standards [1] providing a frame-
work to specify the service policy [3]. The interest of SOA is noticeable when reusable
services can be composed to create new services or applications [4]. However, the service-
oriented environment is open and decentralised; as a result, the services may belong or be
scattered in several security domains.



The services of each domain are implemented with the SOAP, WSDL and UDDI web
service technologies. Service contracts are described with WSDL and the service’s se-
curity policies; the access control requirements are specified with the WS-SecurityPolicy
standard. The promotion of services which involves a local domain and the federation is
implemented with three software modules (Figure 2) and involves the following steps:

– the module extract-mod extracts the WSDL contract (localContract) of the service
to be promoted from the service registry of the local domain;

– the localContract contract is passed to the module promotion-mod to obtain the
promoted service contract (promotedContract);

– the promoted contract (promotedContract) is published by the module publish-mod
as a federated service in the service registry of the federation. The federated service has
additional information about the domain that is not in the promoted service contract.

Figure 2. Overview of the implemented software modules to achieve service promotion

We implemented the promotion-mod module in Java using the Java API for XML
Processing (JAXP). Its three sub-modules are: (1) the access control requirements parser
authzParser-mod; (2) the access control requirements mapping module authzMapping-
mod and (3) the promoted service contract construction module contractCreator-mod.
The sub-module authzParser-mod receives as input the localContract and it outputs the
list of access control requirements named LAR contained in this file. The LAR list contains
the access control requirements specified with the domain-specific authorisation attributes
and possibly the attributes of the domain’s LTS implemented with WS-Trust. Then, the
LAR list is passed as input to the sub-module authzMapping-mod which computes another
list of access control requirements (named FAR) specified with the authorisation attributes
of the federation. The mapping between the authorisation attributes of the domain and
those of the federation is already defined in the mapping database mapping-db of the do-
main. The FAR list is transmitted as input to the contractCreator-mod sub-module which
creates the promotedContract from the localContract by replacing the access control re-
quirements in the LAR by the access control requirements given in the FAR.

5. Experimentation
We illustrate the service promotion with a simple web service named HelloService

provided by a domain IUG identified by the URI http://iug.net. The contract of Hel-



loService extracted from IUG’s service registry 2. HelloService requires a security token
issued by the security token service (STS) of IUG named iugSTS. This token must contain
some authorisation attributes of the user on whose behalf the service is called. The access
control requirements are claim requirements as defined in the WS-Trust specification.

The claims are expressed using a dialect that indicates the used syntax and seman-
tics. However, WS-Trust does not define any dialect for the expression of claims. IUG
has its own dialect identified by the URI http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/

attributes. Each authorisation attribute of IUG is identified by an URI. For example, the
URI of the user’s role is http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes/role.

The service HelloService must be shared in the federation ICV composed of different
domains. Each domain expresses its authorisation attributes using its own dialect. To
gain a common understanding of authorisation attributes, ICV has a dialect for its feder-
ated attributes that are shared by all domains. This dialect is identified by the URI http:
//federation-icv.org/ac/ws/authorizations/attributes. IUG defines mappings be-
tween the URIs of its authorisation attributes and those of the federation. For example,
the user role of IUG http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes/role cor-
responds to the URI http://federation-icv.org/ac/ws/authorizations/attributes/
subject-function of the federation.

To promote HelloService in the federation ICV, its contract is passed to the promotion-
mod module which replaces each access control requirement expressed with the dialect of
IUG by the corresponding one expressed with the dialect of the federation, using the map-
pings defined by IUG. The attributes of the iugSTS issuing the security token in IUG are
also replaced by those of the STS of the federation. The result of this promotion is pub-
lished in the service registry of ICV2. Thus, other domains can discover the HelloService
and understand its access control requirements.

We implemented the service promotion by the means of a portable jar file. The map-
ping policy database is here a collection of Java HashMap instances included in the
archive file. During the execution, the WSDL file of the service to promote is given
in the parameters of the application as illustrated by the top of Figure 3. The result is a
new WSDL file for the federated service federatedservice.xml as illustrated by the
bottom of Figure 3.

Listing 1 – Authorization requirement of HelloService
<sp:AsymmetricBinding> <wsp:Policy> <sp:InitiatorToken> <wsp:Policy>

<sp:IssuedToken sp:IncludeToken="http://docs.oasis−open.org/ws−sx/ws−securitypolicy/200702/
IncludeToken/AlwaysToRecipient">

<sp:RequestSecurityTokenTemplate>
<t:TokenType>http://docs.oasis−open.org/wss/oasis−wss−saml−token−profile−1.1#SAMLV1.1</

t:TokenType>
<t:KeyType>http://docs.oasis−open.org/ws−sx/ws−trust/200512/PublicKey</t:KeyType>

<t:Claims Dialect="http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes" xmlns:authz="http://schemas.iug.
net/authorizations/attributes">

<authz:ClaimType Uri="http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes/country"/>
<authz:ClaimType Uri="http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes/role"/>
<authz:ClaimType Uri="http://schemas.iug.net/authorizations/attributes/status"/>

</t:Claims>
</sp:RequestSecurityTokenTemplate>

<wsp:Policy> <sp:RequireInternalReference/> </wsp:Policy> <sp:Issuer>
<wsaw:Address>http://iug.net/ss−services/sts/iugSTS</wsaw:Address> </sp:Issuer> </sp:IssuedToken>

</wsp:Policy> </sp:InitiatorToken> <sp:RecipientToken> ... </sp:RecipientToken>
... </wsp:Policy>

</sp:AsymmetricBinding>

2. Available at https://uncloud.univ-nantes.fr/index.php/s/N6xBRyJRsddTk5g



Figure 3. Execution of the service promotion application

6. Related Work
The first concern about service sharing in a federation is how to make domain ser-

vices available to the service consumers in other domains. The authors in [18] argue that
a federation is not supposed to define a centralised service registry and it is not desir-
able to publish or search in the service registry of each domain; this can be cumbersome
with a large number of registry and published services. They propose the communication
between the service registries of the domains through notification messages of interest or
availability of services satisfying a given description. Sellami et al. [17] propose to organ-
ise service registries as communities according to the functionalities of the services they
advertise in order to reduce the search space of service consumers. A service registry can
belong to different communities at the same time with different degrees of membership.
Compared to these techniques, we gather the services into the service registries (central
and local) according to the description of their security properties. The service discovery
is thus well targeted and effective in the federation. In [20] an approach similar to ours
is given for the service discovery in ubiquitous computing. In their agent-based system,
when a service search fails in a (domain) Directory Agent (DA), that registers Service
Agents records, the request is sent to one of the Federation Guide (our GACM) which
returns a list of (DA) likely to respond. The service consumers no longer need to know
the details of all domains providing the services, they only need those of the federation.

WS-SecurityPolicy, WS-Trust and WS-Federation provide standard mechanisms for
expressing the security requirements of the services. The heterogeneity comes from AC
models and the authorisation attributes of domains. Preuveneers et al. [15] propose to
align the authorisation attributes of domains by declaratively defining equivalence rela-
tions between their names and their values. The authors in [8] proposed to make the
service AC at the consumer side based on collaboration contracts as proposed in [13].
While this approach preserves domain autonomy in terms of security, it is difficult to
adapt to the authorisations changes at service providers side. The mapping of attributes



is also proposed in [16]. It consists to transform the local attributes using derivation rules
to federated attributes, which are attributes defined by the domains but recognised by the
federation. The federated attributes used in our approach are defined by the federation
and are independent from the authorisation attribute of the domains. Using federated at-
tributes, the same service can be shared locally, and in different federations, using hetero-
geneous security informations; we ensure the autonomy of domains in terms of securing
services and to minimise dependencies with the federation.

7. Conclusion
To meet the challenges of sharing and composing securely the services inside a fed-

eration of heterogeneous domains, we have proposed the promotion of services outside
their definition domains. The services promoted by the domains become federated ser-
vices. With our promotion technique, the usage of promoted services remains simple and
transparent within the federation. To master the secure access to services and their com-
position, we have formally defined the interaction and the access to services (federated or
not), using operational semantics. We have implemented, as a proof of concept, the pro-
posed promotion of services in JAVA with the JAXP API. The services are implemented
with SOAP, WSDL and UDDI web service technologies. The service access control poli-
cies are specified with WS-SecurityPolicy. We applied it to a WSDL contract of a secure
service whose authorisation requirements are specified in accordance with the WS-Trust
specification. A primary benefit of the promotion of services is to easily create applica-
tions and new services by composing federated services with their security requirements.
Our experimentations confirm that service promotion breaks barriers to service interop-
erability through the expression of service access control requirements with a common
claims dialect of the federation.

As for perspectives, it would be more convenient to use or extend the dialect used in
one federation; for this purpose, a standard dialect like that of the WS-Federation speci-
fication could be adapted. To gain more accuracy, we plan to experiment with the calling
rules of federated services on the basis of the authorisation conditions that we have de-
fined. This will then be reused for studying the performance of the secure composition
of federated services and evaluate its relevance for large distributed applications across
federations.
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